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Title: Heirs of Federico C. Delgado and Annalisa Pesico vs. Luisito Q. Gonzalez and Antonio
T. Buenaflor

Facts:
The case revolves around the murder of Federico C. Delgado and the attempted murder of
Annalisa D. Pesico in Manila on March 11, 2007. Luisito Q. Gonzalez, Delgado’s stepbrother,
and Antonio T. Buenaflor, a former driver for the Delgado family business, were accused of
the  crimes.  The  Manila  Police  District  (MPD)  filed  a  complaint-affidavit  against  them,
supported by Pesico’s sworn statements and various pieces of  evidence.  Despite initial
findings by the Department of Justice (DOJ) dismissing the complaint for lack of probable
cause,  then Acting Secretary of  Justice Agnes VST Devanadera reversed this  decision,
ordering the filing of separate informations for murder and less serious physical injuries
against the respondents. The case was transferred to the Court of Appeals following a
petition for certiorari from the accused, challenging Devanadera’s resolutions. The Court of
Appeals  initially  upheld  Devanadera’s  finding  but  reversed  its  decision  upon
reconsideration, leading to the quashing and dismissal of the charges against Gonzalez and
Buenaflor. This decision was final as the Solicitor General did not file an appeal, though the
heirs  of  Delgado and Pesico did pursue a  petition for  review on certiorari  before the
Supreme Court.

Issues:
1. The legal standing of the petitioners as real parties in interest to pursue the case.
2. Whether the Court of Appeals’ decision is final and subject to execution pending appeal.
3. Possible errors and abuses of discretion by the Court of Appeals in overturning the
decision of the Acting Secretary of Justice.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied the petition, affirming the Court of Appeals’ Amended Decision
to quash and dismiss the charges against Gonzalez and Buenaflor. The Court ruled that only
the Solicitor General, representing the government, had the authority to appeal the decision
in criminal proceedings, and since no such appeal was made, the decision of the Court of
Appeals stood. The petitioners were deemed not to have legal standing as the actual case
concerned the determination of probable cause and not the direct guilt or innocence of the
respondents. Importantly, the issues raised by the petitioners pertained more appropriately
to the domain of the trial court or prosecutorial discretion rather than to appellate review by
the Supreme Court under Rule 45.
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Doctrine:
This case reiterates the doctrine that once a complaint or information is filed in court, any
disposition of  the case therein rests in the sound discretion of  the court,  and not the
prosecution or any outside entity.  It  emphasizes the trial  court’s autonomy in deciding
whether to proceed with a criminal case based on the merits.

Class Notes:
1. Legal Standing: In criminal proceedings, only the State, represented by the Solicitor
General, may file an appeal before the Supreme Court.
2. Court Autonomy: The decision to dismiss a criminal case after the filing of an information
is at the discretion of the trial court, underscoring the principle laid out in Crespo v. Mogul.
3. Role of the Solicitor General: The Solicitor General is the official representative of the
State in  appellate courts  in  all  criminal  proceedings,  affirming the State’s  role  as  the
primary party in interest in criminal cases.

Historical Background:
The case underscores the complexities involved in the Philippine judicial system’s handling
of  criminal  complaints,  particularly  those  involving  significant  public  interest  and
allegations of abuse of prosecutorial discretion. It illustrates the procedural intricacies and
the delineation of authority among the various actors in the justice system, including the
role of the Solicitor General in representing the State’s interest in criminal matters before
the appellate courts. This case also serves as a poignant reminder of the critical balance
between prosecutorial discretion, the autonomy of the courts, and the rights of the accused
in the preliminary stages of criminal proceedings.


